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I

t was great, as always, to
see so many of you at the
Blackpool
convention.
We
watched
some
fantastic magic and met
some wonderful people - yet the
Bird-man of the North will probably
be one of the abiding memories of
2014. There were so many boxes
and so many productions of hens,
geese and owls! The act seemed
never ending - and John Archer’s
uncontrollable laughter, when
he came back onstage, kept the
audience roaring!
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I loved meeting up with current YMC members while in Blackpool; but,
also, reconnecting with a great number of graduates was a thrill, too.
Our membership goes back to the start of 1996 and one of the first
members, Andi Gladwin, has contributed something very interesting
for you in this issue. It’s lovely that past members remember me;
after all, they have changed so much that they need to tell me their
names before I recognise them! After all, they were young boys and
girls when we first met; now they are men and women!

© April 2014, The Young Magicians Club.
All Rights Reserved.
Opinions expressed may not always
reflect those of the Editorial team,
The Young Magicians Club team or
The Magic Circle Council.
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On the Monday after the convention ended I came back from
Blackpool by train and went straight to The Magic Circle. I was
shocked when, before the start of the lecture, and in front of everyone
in the theatre that night, the President of the Society of American
Magicians presented the highest honour they give, the Presidential
Citation – to me! He said it was for my services to magic and to the
magic youth of the US and UK, for my work as editor of Secrets and
my work as British International Deputy to the SAM. I was, and still
am, totally overwhelmed!
My trip, in March, was to the Tyneside Convention. That was also
great fun and you will see all the details on our centre pages.

For YMC information, workshops etc
contact info@youngmagiciansclub.com

All competitions, articles and letters should
be sent to the address above or e-mailed
to: mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk

Meanwhile I am hugely delighted that the wonderful Jeff McBride has
sent his first piece to us for Secrets. Jeff will be writing a series of
articles and I can’t wait to read them all! I hope you enjoy the first one
and look forward enthusiastically to the rest!
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We have such a huge range of
magical backgrounds in our
membership. Some of you are
raw beginners, just discovering
the wonderful world of wizardry
in the very earliest stages,
whilst
others,
approaching
eighteen years old, are shortly to leave us to graduate into
Membership of our parent body, The Magic Circle. Most of
you are somewhere between those two extremes.
Many of our older members are already out there
performing professionally. Probably with the popularity of
David Blaine, Dynamo and, recently, ex-YMC member Troy,
the most common form of paid work now appears to be
that known as “Mix and Mingle” or “Walkabout”. This style
of performance has its own problems (beside the fact that,
unlike those magicians named above, when performing
live you cannot carefully plan the position of the camera,
cannot manage who you perform to and cannot discard any
unplanned outcome!)
Magicians are often booked to perform “Mix and Mingle”
at functions such as weddings and other receptions.
You need to have the confidence to approach a group of
strangers and break into their conversations - not easy!
As young magicians you have a slight advantage there as
adults are less likely to tell a young person to “go away”
than an older fellow like me! Then, when you are in, you will
have to perform something to make them say “Wow!” very
quickly - no long-winded “pick a card” routine there! You
need to bear in mind that you will almost certainly have no
table available and your spectators may be holding a plate
of food in one hand and a wine glass in the other. Also, of
course, all your props need to be kept in easily accessible
places on your person (and you need to remember exactly
where each prop is) and there will be no opportunity to
reset any item before approaching the next group - quite
a challenge!
My local magic club recently had an evening where
members shared their experiences and solutions at
“Walkabout” magic and that inspired me to ask Wayne Fox
(who lectures local societies on this very subject) to present
a workshop in March on “Mix and Mingle”; and he did a
great job! You cannot simply put a few tricks in your pocket
- you need to think about, and plan for, all those problems
I have mentioned above. Put in all the necessary thought
first and you will immediately become a better performer.

Next Month:

BRISTOL D
OF MAGIC

On May 11th the weather will be won
der ful! If not, who cares?
You’ll be down at Weston-Super Mar
e enjoying the Bristol
Day of Magic - won’t you? Actually
the weather is usually
good - but not as good as the warm
welcome you’ll receive
while you bask in the delight of lect
ures, workshops, close
up shows and even a one-hour juni
or workshop! To end the
per fect event, a superb gala show will
be held in the beautiful
theatre just around the corner from
the day time venue.
This year is headlined by Gaetan
Bloom from France,
renowned for card manipulations
wearing boxing
gloves!. Alongside him are Denis
Behr
from Germany, Paul Romhany from
New
Zealand (pictured right) and our own
Ian
Rowland, Neil Austin and the illusions
of
Daniel Dean.
So do make your way down and join
us
- it’s going to be so wor th it!
Details and registration from:
www.bristoldayofmagic.com or
Dave Alexander, (07746 248 427)

Kevin Doig Chairman
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YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2014
5th April 2014

19th July 2014 *

29th November 2014 *

17th May 2014 *

20th September 2014 *

21st June 2014

Sunday 26th October 2014 (J-Day)
NB All dates with * are Ali Bongo show dates.

For members only. Workshop fee £8.00 paid on the day. Workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at
The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three). Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck
of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance
each time and receive confirmation. Email: kevin.doig@tesco.net

DAY
C:

IBM – CLOSE UP COMPETITION? APPLY NOW!
Applications are invited for entry to the Zina Bennett Close-up Competition to be held during the IBM
British Ring Convention in Bournemouth this year (24th - 28th September). Prizes are: First £500.00,
Second £250.00 and Third £100.00.  The  Rovi Trophy is awarded to the performer displaying the greatest
skill with cards. The competition  takes place on Thursday 25th September in the Pavilion Dance Studio.
All performances will be presented once and will be relayed onto a video screen in the studio. There are
terms and conditions relating to the competition which include membership status (you need to be sixteen
years old or over to join) and registration, either for the full convention or day registration for the 25th
September, is required. Organiser, Andy Stone, can be contacted  by email andystone@themagiccircle.
co.uk. Convention registration details are on www.magicconvention.co.uk and membership details and
an application form on www.britishring.org.uk.

EQUITY ACTORS’ UNION – Minimum Age Drop!
Equity Actors’ Union is now opening its lists to young people from the age of ten years. Equity is the trade
union representing and supporting creative performers workng across the entire spectrum of arts and
entertainment. You can join the Equity community as long as you fulfil the entry requirments.
You will need to complete a full membership form and  return it with copies of your most recent contracts
and the one-off entrance fee plus your subscription. There is a Student
rate and a separate application form for this.
One of the most important aspects,
for you, is the fact that membership
of Equity includes public liability
insurance of up to £10 million
plus backstage and accident
insurance. As well as Legal
and Welfare advice, Equity
offers careers’ advice and
professional development
training events.
All magicians over the
age of ten should look
into belonging. If you are
working professionally then
you will need insurance
and Equity will provide
what you need alongside
the protection of a well
established Union.   For more
info contact: www.equity.org.uk
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ADVICE
FOR
Young
Magicians
Picture:
Jeff McBride.

Jeff McBride, named Magician of the Year
by The Magic Castle in Los Angeles, is
recognized as a foremost innovator in
contemporary magic. He is a three times
winner at FISM, and the current holder of
the David Berglas International Award. In
addition to his work as a performer he is a
much sought after lecturer and workshop
leader. His own McBride Magic and Mystery
School is regarded as a finishing school for
some of YMC’s top graduates.
You don’t have to be Gandalf or Houdini to add a
little magic to your life. Over the year’s I have taught
thousands of people how to tap into the art of magic
and how they can make their lives and the lives, of
their audiences, much more magical. In my lectures
and workshops, I share the secrets of my success with
people from all walks of life. You don’t need to be a full
time performer to weave wonders into your everyday
activities. And, if you follow my suggestions, I am sure
you will be delighted with the results.

WELCOME TO THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF MAGIC!
I have a passion for sharing some of my secrets with
you. These are the real secrets that make simple
tricks seem like extraordinary magic. At The Magic

& Mystery School, we help magicians from around
the world make their performances more magical.
Following are some of the tips and trade secrets that
we teach our students.
MY MISSION
Magic is a powerful tool for opening the mind to the
possibilities of life. Many people that are stuck in the
daily grind, sleepwalk through life or have their nose
to the grindstone. Magic is a way of waking people up
to the wonders that are around them; magic shocks
people out of their work-a-day trance, and can make
even the most mundane moment an unforgettable
magic experience. I believe that a real magician is
ready, willing and able to perform magic twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week.
MAKE CONTACT
Magic is the art of engagement. Engage your audience.
The best way to build rapport with your audience that
is to give them a part in the show; give them a role to
play.
For passive entertainment, most people can stay home
in front of the TV. A few simple, yet elegant, magic
illusions that involve your audience can enhance any
situation. Give everyone a PART in the show - magic
is a contact sport! The more people can interact with
your magic, the more they will like it. If they are just
watching you show off your fancy card cuts, they will
be impressed but not feel the magic!
Here are a few ways to get people involved:
Ask them what their hobby is and make that a part of
the routine.
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Have them write the name of their pet dog on a card
and call it to the top of the deck!
Ask people what they would do if THEY had real magic
powers and listen to their answers - just listening to
people makes them feel good and that is real magic!
EXPERIENCE THE MAGIC IN ALL AREAS OFLIFE!
Get familiar with as many aspects of the performing
arts as you can. Don’t just study magic. Read books
and watch films of other great performing artists.
Attend all the live performances you possibly can:
theatre, pop concerts, dance concerts and stand-up
comics. Learn what entertains people and how they
respond to performers. Study various artists and
observe how they “work” the audience. Go to magic
conventions and see what other magicians are doing,
then try to work on original approaches that will set
you apart from all the other “conventional” magi.
THE SORCERER’S APPRENTICE
Just like in Harry Potter, everyone can be more
magical with a good magic teacher. Seek out the
counsel of a professional magician in your area and
ask them if they need any help. If you are truly sincere
in your quest to find a mentor, you will eventually find
someone who will take you on as an assistant or a
helper in some capacity. There is nothing to compare
with the experience you will gain from traveling or
working with a seasoned pro. Usually the agreement
between a mentor and an apprentice involves an
“energy exchange,” not monetary remuneration for
your labour. You work setting up the show and do the
“roadie” work and the mentor teaches you the ropes
of the business. Remember, when you go looking for a
mentor, be sure they are reputable professionals and
respected by other magicians or you’ll end up falling
into bad habits! Be persistent in your search but don’t
nag a magician who refuses your request. Remember
the old saying, “When the student is ready, the teacher
appears.”
JUST DO IT!
The simple fact is that the best performers, and the
highest paid performers, are the ones who have done
the most shows. Every day will bring you an opportunity
to perform a little magic for someone. Performing in
social situations will also help build your confidence.
Perform as much and as often as you can. Do as many
shows for charity as you can for free. Don’t work cheap
and undercut the pros in your area: this will make you
very unpopular in the pro circles. Work for free in places
that can’t afford to hire a magician. By doing this you
get the show experience you need without stepping
on anyone’s toes. Children’s hospitals, senior citizens’
groups, local health institutions and many other
organizations are always looking for entertainment.

BE ON TV!
Video and audio tape your shows whenever you can,
and watch them, no matter how painful it may be.
Make notes on every performance. When it comes
time to create a promotional video for your show,
make sure to get a professional job done. This may be
an expensive proposition but amateur tapes just don’t
cut it in the real world; and have a way of coming back
to haunt you years after you’ve made them!
LOOKING LIKE A PRO
My father gave me some good advice many years
ago. He said: “Successful people like to do business
with successful people.” This statement made a huge
impact on me and the way in which I present myself.
Your image is very important. A New York hipster once
told me, “Always look as if you’re going somewhere
better, later.” This basically means “look sharp.” I feel
the magician should always be the best dressed (or
most unusually dressed) person in the room. This sets
you apart from the mundane, work-a-day world and
creates an air of intrigue around you.
BRAINSTORMING
Get together with a small group of magicians whose
opinions and creativity you respect. Pick a topic for the
evening’s “idea-jam,” such as “rope magic” or “mental
magic,” or something more specific. Have everyone
in the group bring at least one effect to perform that
evening. After everyone takes a turn performing, open
the rest of the session up to helping each other on
presentation and handling.
BE PREPARED
Being able to play under any conditions is the mark
of a good performer. Someday during your career you
will perform in the wind and rain - and you might not
even be outside when this happens! Plan on working
with “bad angles” and in the round. Design a show that
can “play big and pack small.” There may come a time
when you’ll have to get everything into the back of a
taxi!
BE VERSATILE
Magic is only a small part of the performing experience.
Great rewards in the future await those of you who will
take the time and effort to get involved in other theatre
art forms now. Study music, dance, movement, theatre,
singing and vocal technique, as well as mime and
martial arts. Apply aspects of these special disciplines
to your act. It is worth the extra effort. In addition to
broadening your awareness of performance arts, it will
put you far ahead of 99% of the magicians out there.
Take it from me, this has made all the difference in my
career!
Good luck with your magic. I’ll see you next time!
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TRICK:
CHOCOLATE
BAR SURPRISE!

The performer removes a set of letter cards
from an otherwise empty box and closes it
shut. The cards are shown to have a variety
of letters on them, one letter on each side, in
either black, red or green. A helper is invited
to cut the cards, completing the cut and then
to turn the top two cards over, replacing them

By Chris Wardle
back on top. They then cut again in the same
way and then turn the two top cards over. They
can do this as many times as they wish, until
the cards are well mixed. The cards are then
fanned and the helper is asked to call odd or
even. The cards at either all of the odd or all of
the even positions are then turned over, one by
one, and replaced in their respective positions.
Despite all of this mixing, it is found that
only the black and green letters are now
face up! The performer rearranges the letters
to reveal two words ‘GREEN’ and ‘BLACK’
in the appropriate colours! The performer
comments that whenever he reads ‘Green and
Black’ he always thinks of chocolates. (As in
the organic chocolate company ‘Green and
Blacks’) Turning over each of the cards in turn
reveals that the red letters now spell the word
‘CHOCOLATES’.
Opening the previously
empty box reveals a small bar of Green and
Black’s chocolate which is given to the helper
as a gift!

WORKING:
This is a fun trick, especially suited for
producing a small gift for a birthday and it
is a little bit different than your average card
trick! It started from my noticing that a small
playing card box-sized drawer box I had
was perfect for holding a small bar of Green
and Black’s chocolate as a production item.
(Green and Black’s chocolate can be bought
in supermarkets and you can buy a box of
several small variety bars which are ideal.)
You also need a small drawer box, 10 double
blank playing cards and three permanent
pens in red, green and black. Mark the cards
as follows:
Red L with a black B on reverse
Red O with green N on reverse
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the appropriate end, so that you turn over the
red cards. E.g. If the top card in the fan is red
and they say ‘odd’ start the count from this
letter as ‘one’ and reverse every other card. If
they say even, start from the other end, so that
you still turn over all of the red cards.

Red C with green E on reverse
Red C with a Green G on reverse
Red H with green R on reverse
Red O with green E on reverse
(put a small pencil dot in the corners on this card)

Red S with a black K on reverse
Red T with a black A on reverse
Red A with a black L on reverse
Red E with a black C on reverse
To set up, alternate the colours Red, Green or
Black, Red, Green or Black, etc, so that every
other card is red. (You can show the cards on
both sides and they appear randomly mixed.)
To set: Have the bar of chocolate set in the load
section of the drawer box, then place the cards
into the ‘empty’ part of the drawer when it is
open. (You cannot close the small drawer box
in this position, but you do not need to, as you
present it to your audience open at the start to
display the cards, so no-one will question that
it is open at the beginning.)
Produce the box open from your close up
case, pocket, etc and tip out the cards, show
the box empty, then close it. (Remember, you
are removing the cards from the outer drawer,
rather than the load section, so the chocolate is
still concealed for later.) Leave the box in view
and show the cards, not disturbing their order.
Demonstrate having the pile cut, completed,
then turning the top two cards over, as a way
to randomise the letters. They will see a good
mix of letters in all three colours as they do this.
Then take the cards back and fan them in your
hand, asking for odd or even. (You will notice
that every other card is still red. You need to
turn the red cards face down so whichever
they say, odd or even, you start counting from

You are now ready to show that, despite
all of the mixing, all of the letters are green
and black, that when rearranged they make
‘GREEN’ and ‘BLACK’ and that this makes
you think of chocolates - turn over the cards
to see the word CHOCOLATES! (The pencil
dots, incidentally, are to mark one of the two
Es, as this one needs to be placed first when
arranging them to make the word ‘GREEN’,
or your spelling of chocolate will be wrong!
You can then open the load chamber of your
drawer box and produce the chocolate bar for
your helper.
This is based on an old automatic ‘cards face
up, cards face down’ mixing principle, which
has been employed by Karl Fulves in ‘Self
Working Card Magic’ and Bob Longe in ‘Card
Tricks Galore’ amongst many others. It seemed
too good a principle to just use with face up
and face down playing cards!
Magic AND chocolate – a great combination!

After the mix, every other
card is still red. You need to turn
the red cards face down so whichever they say, odd
or even, you start counting from the appropriate end,
so that you turn over every other card.
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A Tip for Lectures
normal books and a wasted opportunity.
I’m convinced that the best way to learn
from a lecture is to, where possible, try
things out at the lecture. Then you can ask
questions and get them answered by the
expert immediately.

Andi Gladwin

Having attended hundreds of lectures
from some of the greatest magicians in
the world, I have learned a lot of great
magic. There is something quite special
about seeing the performer live teaching
the tricks that he or she created; it really
gives you an insight into their material
and their thoughts behind it.
Based on the number of lectures I have
seen, over the last few years, I would like
to share a tip with you. It is something
that I think really helps if you want to learn
something new - whether it be a trick or
piece of advice - from the lecture:
Ensure that you attend the lecture correctly
equipped.
Take a notebook, pen and, perhaps, even
cards and coins. I have given at least one
hundred lectures all over the world but
rarely see magicians bring these things
along. In my eyes, how are you going to
learn from the lecturer if you don’t bring
props to actually try the tricks out or, at
the very least, notebooks to write things
down?

Some lecturers are great at making their
lecture feel like a workshop but I think the
onus should be on the participants just
as much as the lecturer. So my advice is
simply this: if you want to take something
away from a lecture, take something to
the lecture (a deck of cards, for example). I
am sure the lecturer would be delighted if
you followed along with their explanation
- I know I am when people do this in my
lectures.
Of course, there is a balance. It is great to
follow along but it is not cool to randomly
riffle or shuffle cards as this will annoy
the other magicians in the audience. Be
sure to use your props only when you are
following along - it gets pretty tedious for
everyone else otherwise! And, if you plan
to take notes on a phone or iPad, consider
sitting at the back to not be a nuisance to
other people. I take a lot of notes on my
phone and that is often why you will find
me at the back of a lecture.
So: the next time you go to a lecture take
a deck of cards, and a notebook, and see
it as an opportunity to learn something
brand new!

Lectures are a great opportunity to learn
in a way that should be far more effective
than learning from books and DVDs. Of
course many lecturers make lecture notes
available, to learn the tricks at a later date,
but they then become nothing more than
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Andi Gladwin

Tyneside
Convention
The Friendly One!

Although Tyneside is a small gathering of around one hundred and fifty people, the event packs
a big punch with some great and unusual names filling the bill.
This was, in fact, a well-packed two and a half day convention which followed a week of public
shows. Friday morning kicked off with a children’s show to which the registrants were invited; most
of the theatre’s stalls area was filled with special needs children and their teachers or parents.
The rest of us sat above. The magician was the celebrated Kimmo who romped through some
classic effects with some super routining. It was good to see the children’s reactions to the
wonder and humour as well as how John coped with the sometimes difficult lack of abilities from
his volunteers. His puppets, of course, stole the show. After the children had gone we were treated
to an hour’s lecture explaining Kimmo’s philosophy and workings to bring together these effects
with such excellent results.
Kimmo in action.

Kimmo and

Kimmo and friend

Sympathet

Ed Hilsum

Andi Gladwin

Mark Setteducati
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In the afternoon Andi Gladwin lec
tured and
this was good fun with some
ver y clever
ideas. His combination of severa
l effects with
four or five spectators on stage
was worth
considering when looking for suit
able family
mentalism - and his teaching of
five moves
in five minutes was exciting and
humorous,
especially as he failed and had
to give
everyone present a free dow
nload as
compensation!
The final lecture that day was
particularly
fascinating. Mark Setteducati is
a magician
but also a prolific, and succes
sful, inventor
of magic, toys and games. His
current hit,
Holografx, is a blockbuster and
he has many
other great inventions that have
been highly
sought after in their time. Mark talk
ed about
his work from the early 1980s onw
ards and
also told us about his enormo
us collection
of pens of all shapes and sizes,
from animals

Morgan:
Morgan & Wes
t

to puzzles, from simple to intricate. This was a
truly enjoyable and innovative lecture.
Both nights of the convention had a gala
show. Friday ’s was compered by John Lovick,
known as Gentleman Jack. He didn’t impress.
Ed Hilsum, on the other hand, was elegant
and charming with his ‘act as known’ featuring
candles, billiard balls, silks and doves. Rod
Laver keep the audience gasping and
laughing with his unusual ping pong ball
juggling act. Morgan and West’s Victorian
act included the divination of a handful of
coins and Needles from Mouth, both with the
help of spectators. Andi Gladwin showed us
some fun stuff which included fitting himself
inside a giant balloon. Rod Laver was back
with sharp juggling knives and a small platform
made up of short planks and wine bottles.
Finally Guy Barrett presented some great
illusions which included a Sawing Through on
Andi Gladwin

The Friday Show

Andi Gladwin

Kimmo - Midnight Sho

w

Anthony Owen
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Anthony Owen

Morgan & W
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Rod Lave

West:
est
Morgan & W

hosis.
a medical table and Metamorp
se who had
As soon as the show ended tho
by bus to
y
awa
d
the stamina were whiske
ht show
nig
mid
the Headquarters hotel for a
the
was
mo
with an optional hot buffet. Kim
turn
ns to
opening act, using mouth add-o
triloquist
ven
an
hum
two volunteers into
e act,
dlin
hea
the
dummies. Simon Donald was
ying
pla
,
zine
the man who started Viz magza
trying to get
the part of a street interviewer
plete his
audience members to help com
but did
te
tas
d
survey. He was an acquire
rs.
line
one
get a lot of laughs for his zany
from John
Saturday’s early lecture was
of some
our
Lovick and I skipped that in fav
I waited till
much needed sleep! Instead
up to enjoy
afternoon when I joined a gro
ced by the
some close up magic introdu
y. Anthony
Duff
convention organiser, Martin
his signature
Owen was first to per form with

Oil and Water effect plus sev
eral others.
John Lovick certainly knew his
way around
a pack of cards as did Andi Gla
dwin who
was charming and clever and
finished with
a brand new concept which got
a roar of
approval from the audience. The
n it was time
to swap rooms and go to the
theatre for a
talk about using Facebook as
a marketing
tool. Tamar Kimmons knows evr yth
ing there is
to know about this and was ver y
professional
in her deliver y. I learned a gre
at deal from
her. I didn’t go to Anthony Ow
en’s lecture
as I’d seen it before but I did
see Michael
Murray ’s which was a ver y good
session.
The evening gala show was hos
ted by John
Archer who was on form as alw
ays. Morgan
and West brought us more of the
ir Victorian
magic and humour. John Lovick
redeemed
himself with a ver y funny card tric
k involving
a member of the audience. Guy
Barrett was
Guy Barrett

Guy Barrett

Andi Gladwin

John Lovick

John Lovick
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John Archer

Michael Murray

Martin Duffy Organiser

back with some more illusions which were thrilling and led us to the interval. Afterwards Stephanie
performed her amazing black art hula hoop act and the rest of the second half was filled by
the truly amazing Evasons! This was a fantastic mind reading act; Tessa Evason blindfolded and
standing alone on stage whilst her husband Jeff ran through the audience holding up spectators’
personal items and asking Tess to identify them. She was accurate on every occasion.
Sunday morning brought one lecture and two Q & A sessions. First was Morgan & West’s lecture
on character building; this was a great insight to their work to become the Victorian gentlemen
we had seen in the gala shows. Then Anthony Owen answered questions about being the
producer for all the top magic shows on TV - from Derren Brown onwards. Finally there was a
wonderful Q & A with the Evasons who talked openly about their working relationship and what
is needed to build an act like theirs.
In the afternoon there were two extra masterclasses but, at £60.00 per time, I felt that I really
didn’t need any more of Gentleman Jack or Michael Murray and was glad to chill for the rest of
the day before heading home. Martin Duffy and PRO, Karri Prinn, are to be congratulated on
organising another excellent convention.

The Evasons

Tessa Evason

Stephanie

Anthony Owen Q & A

Anthony
Owen
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The Evasons Q & A

MEMBER PROFILE:

Matt Woollons
What do you like most about
Secrets? Reading about all
different magicians.
Favourite magic DVD? David
Williamson - Ridiculous because
of the amount of tricks and ideas
he teaches.
Strongest non-magical
performing influences?
Morecambe & Wise, The Boy With
Tape On His Face and Tom Thum  
Strongest magical influences?
John Archer, Garrett Thomas,
Danny Hunt and Michael Weber.
What is your favourite magic on
TV? Ben Hanlin’s Tricked.
Which magician would you
most like to be and why? David
Copperfield - he has everything!

Age: 16.
Current Home: York, North
Yorkshire.
Joined The Young
Magicians Club? May, 2013.
Hobbies apart from Magic?
Music, unicycling, juggling
and gymnastics.
Favourite magic book?
Wayne Dobson - The
Definitive Collection
because of its essential tips.
Every magician needs to
know the outstanding, witty
routines it teaches.

Favourite Non-Magic
Book? The Hunger Games
by Suzanne Collins as it’s
just too gripping.
Favourite Film? Catch Me
If You Can because it has
such a great storyline.
Favourite Magicians?
Wayne Dobson, John
Archer, Garrett Thomas
and David Williamson
What Kind Of Magic Do
You Enjoy The Most?
I enjoy both close-up
and stage because the
atmosphere is just brilliant.
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If you had your own TV chat
show and could interview any
three people - real or fictitious,
dead or alive - who would
they be? Harry Houdini, Eric
Morecambe and Ernie Wise.
Top tip for getting into magic?
Watch and perform as much
magic you possibly can.
Some people I would like to
thank in magic for either their
help or encouragement? My
friend Tom Crosbie, Rex Stott,
Mum and Dad and my Grandpa
for getting me started in the first
place.

REVIEWS
HH

Wowlett
By RSVP Magic n

Requires Practice
Reviewed by David Fung

Specially manufactured wallet and instructional DVD £60 plus p&p
from dealers supplied by www.MurphysMagic.com
The first thing you’re probably wondering about, as you read this review, is the
price tag. We all know the price of a leather wallet so, when buying a trick wallet,
we know we’re paying for the custom design and manufacture, plus a premium
for the uniqueness of the product. Interestingly there’s a similar premium on the
original Wow gimmick too - which was highly devalued when knock-offs started
retailing for a few pounds. Now, there’s a real possibility that this plastic sleeve is going to become
the next light-up thumb of the children’s toyshop world; which begs the question of whether or
not it’s even worth trying to hide it in a wallet - but that’s for the buyer to decide. Enough theorising
about magic-trick economics; the Wowlett comes at two price points - the lower is only of any use
if you already own a Masuda Wow gimmick and the upper comes with a bundled gimmick giving
a few pounds discount on buying it separately. So for almost a hundred pounds, what are you
getting?
The wallet itself is well-made in real leather. It has slots for credit cards and a window where
the Wow gimmick fits perfectly. It doesn’t have a section for notes but this does keep the wallet
thinner which is certainly good for pocket space and you could keep a few notes in the wallet’s
inside pocket. The loading mechanism is the familiar slide pocket, allowing smooth loading of a
palmed card.
The basic effect: two cards are chosen, one is signed and both are returned to the deck. The first
card appears in your wallet in the plastic window compartment. The wallet is shaken and the card
visually changes into the signed second selection (thanks to Wow). The hour-long DVD explains
this, and four other routines, although their construction is so bad I wouldn’t even bother. The
performer also repeatedly apologises for having to hold the wallet at an ‘awkward angle’, for the
camera, and for the background noise due to filming ‘on location’ above a restaurant. The DVD is
disappointing and I struggled to get through it.
This is an honest product which is rather rare in this market. You’re told exactly what you’re
getting: a wallet which holds the Wow gimmick rendering it “logical and completely invisible.” It’s
expensive but it’s a well-made prop and delivers on its promises.

Porthole
by Darryl Vanamberg

HH
Requires practice

n Reviewed by Lewis Starnes

Props and DVD £24 plus p&p from dealers supplied by
www.MurphysMagic.com
Another moving hole effect! You all know the drill; spectator selects and
signs card, magician punches hole in card then causes the hole to visually
move from one side of the card to the other. The card is then handed out for
examination.
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!
To be fair, the effect is actually as clean as the description above. The animation of the hole really
is on the signed card and all can be examined at the climax, you are left with just the sharpie
(which was used to write on the selected card) and nothing else.
You receive a DVD that will help you prepare the supplied gimmicks and teach you the method
thoroughly. All is clear and well taught, although the audio is a little low. You’ll need to spend
twenty minutes or so making up your props; you receive everything you need with the exception
of some scissors. I should mention the value for money is very good, with gimmicked sharpie,
metal hole punch on retractable reel and selected stationery all supplied. Without giving too much
away, once all the prep is completed everything you need to perform is rather neatly housed within
the Sharpie - having this object ‘in play’, is of course 100% justifiable. Once you’re all set up, and
rehearsed, all you’ll need to carry is the Sharpie and hole punch (on a reel if you chose). The moves
aren’t too tricky but you’ll need to become familiar and comfortable with the props and how they
handle before performing.
The animation is quite long, and looks impossible, so do be prepared for spectators to burn your
hands as you clean up. This isn’t a problem though, there is natural misdirection as you hand the
card out to be examined.
If you want a moving hole effect in your repertoire, this is definitely one of the strongest ‘allrounders’ I’ve seen. Personally, what with Smoke, Coinvexed and a regular marker all in my pocket
when performing, I can’t quite justify a fourth Sharpie joining the fold!

Her Majesty’s Spell
by Dani DaOrtiz

HHH
Advanced

n Reviewed by Lewis Starnes

Gimmicked deck and instructional DVD £24 plus p&p
from dealers supplied by www.MurphysMagic.com
The magician has three cards selected, remembered and returned as he
thumbs through a deck of cards. He proceeds to spell to the first two selections and, hey presto,
locates them. For the third selection, the spectator lies and names a completely different card - the
Queen of Hearts for example - yet still the selected card appears. Here comes the kicker: every
single playing card, including those selections already found, now turn into the previously thought
of, decoy card, the Queen of Hearts.
You receive the special deck needed to perform this effect. However, this is not a misprinted
deck to do the heavy lifting for you. What you’ll actually need is some intermediate sleight of
hand, psychology and willingness to be bold combined with the deck supplied. But that’s okay;
you have an excellent teacher to guide you through this. The effect is Dani DaOrtiz’s and the
reactions he receives will have you wanting to get out there and try it yourself. I’ve not seen much
DaOrtiz before but the tutorial on this DVD certainly made me want to seek out his other work.
His technique on classic forcing and a version of the second deal were particular highlights. His
thinking on the classic force was especially thorough; however it needed to be as you’ll be using it
three times if you want to perform this effect. Personally, this was the only negative for me: I‘d be
worried about a tricky spectator who is determined to take a particular card (we’ve all been there).
With management and confidence I’m sure this wouldn’t be an issue or, as Dani suggests, you
could have just one or two cards selected.
You will need plenty of space to perform this effect; it’s a parlour piece rather than table hopping
close-up. This is a good effect that, if executed well, will play big. One final note, it’s worth mentioning
the bonus effect includes a pretty useful principle that allows you to force a card that isn’t even in
the deck. This alone is a brilliant little nugget with many applications.
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?		
Hello! I’m Matthew Le Mottée - I prefer just ‘LeMottée’ but I’m not fussy. I remember
the YMC being exciting times. So much advice was passed on - but most of it
didn’t make any sense at the time: “Be yourself!” “Don’t just perform a string of
tricks, they have to flow!” “It’s not about the tricks it’s about being entertaining.”
These were meaningless at the time! I just wanted to learn the latest difficult
moves and sleights and be the best at those.
I have tried to log here my learning curve as a lesson for each chapter of my
performing life so far. It was nice to have a trip down memory lane and I hope you
find it interesting.

Lesson 1 - How to Approach Tables
At the age of seventeen, I chose to carry on at school and attend sixth form (we had a
choice back then). During my first year of sixth form I managed to get my first residency
at a restaurant, close to where I live. I was there every Sunday for three hours and they
paid me handsomely too (I was a student so anything with minimal effort was a plus).
While working there I learned that the approach is very important: which tables to walk
up to and which ones to avoid - couples looking lovingly into each other eyes was
a big no no; families and groups were always a winner. I also began learning about
misdirection and how that worked in a performing environment.

Lesson 2 - Audience Management
I failed my first year at sixth form so I decided to retake. I got replaced at the
restaurant by a children’s entertainer - face painter, puppeteer and balloon modeller. I
manage to get a residency at a bar in my town instead, every other week, on a Friday,
6pm – 8pm, entertaining people who had just left work; and every week on a Saturday
night 10pm - 1am, entertaining the queue outside.
Fridays were relaxed with nice receptive audiences, Saturdays were another story!
The bar was new in the city so, by 10pm, the queue was twenty people long - by 11pm

my final year exams, I realised Academia
wasn’t for me but I still needed a backup plan. So I moved to Norwich, with my
girlfriend at the time, and qualified as a
Sports Therapist.
During the same year I was stuck for
cash and saw an advert for a ‘School of
Busking: learn how to gather a crowd, give
them a show and get paid’ - perfect!

it went down the street! I made sure
I got along with the door staff, kept
them happy, then began work - the
first hour or so was always great!
The last two varied so much, week
to week. People would grab cards
and props out of my hands, give me
verbal abuse and were generally
awkward. However, over a short
period of time, I excelled at reading
people very quickly and got pretty

good at pre-empting what type of
spectators they would make. With
this new skill set I could manage
my audiences with confidence
and a certain power that I hadn’t
experienced previously.

Lesson 3 - How to be
Entertaining
I passed my first year of sixth form
but dropped out two months before
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I hopped on a train to Wales and met
the organiser, and main teacher, Mario
Morris and another man called Gazzo
(whom I had seen at FISM in Stockholm
2006, one of the best conventions ever. I
had also read the book ‘Phantoms of the
Card Table’ written by David Britland and
Gazzo - if you haven’t already, READ IT!
After three days of intense training, in the
art of busking, I got back home and within
my first two weeks I earned all my money
back from the train fare and the cost of
the course - I love street performing! I now

		

Matthew Le Mottée
It was April. I arrived at the airport in
Spain. It was late and cold! Matthew
Wright picked me up and driove me
to the resort. I met my room mate, Tom
Hudson, aka ‘Afro Magic’, a crazy haired
individual who used the words ‘good
vibes’ far too much. It turned out we had
lots in common and he was a really nice
guy with ‘good vibes’ to boot!
During my stay in Spain I took part in
over one hundred shows (two shows
a night, six days a week). I performed
Street Magic, Close-Up Magic, Bar
Magic, big illusions and also learned
how to operate the lights and sound for
all the acts.
The daily regime was: up and out by
10am to visit my allocated hotels. Tell
holidaymakers about the show and
perform a little magic for them; then
head straight to the venue for rehearsal
and prop maintenance. Lunch was at 1
pm, then back to the venue until 4/5pm;
go to the apartment, get showered,
changed and fed, then back to the
venue for 6:30pm. Prepare the first show,
perform the first show, tidy up from the first
show. prepare the second show, perform
the second show and tidy up from the
second show. And, if you still had energy
at 1a.m, go out for a couple of drinks.
This was a lesson in how to work hard,
really hard! After all that is the only way
you can get good at something!

had an act in which tricks flowed from one
to the next.
During the three years that followed I truly
learned that it really has nothing to do with
the tricks! If you can entertain an audience
enough to get them to stop, stay and drop
a tip in the hat, then it doesn’t matter what
tricks you do - so long as you make them
entertaining, then people will care.
(This was also master class on audience
management.)

Lesson 4 - How to run a
Business
I was very fortunate to meet a magician
called Matthew Garrett at Blackpool
when I was about sixteen. We became
very good friends. He helped me establish
my business, regularly passing me work
and giving me advice about getting ‘up
and running’. When I was twenty I lived
with Matthew for a while and I learned

so much, in such a short space of
time, about how to run a business
- it was unreal! We are still great
friends, I visit him and his family on a
regular basis.

Lesson 5 - How to Work
Hard
In 2010, I was twenty years old
and I decided to head to the
Session Convention where I met a
man called Matthew Wright (now
a FISM award winner). He saw
me performing for some of the
attendees and asked me if I had
heard of ‘The House of Illusion’ in
Salou, Spain’. I had auditioned for
it the previous year but with no luck.
He said I should try again, I did
and I was selected to be one of
the six magicians to star at this full
scale magic venue that year.
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These five lessons, and the ways I learned
them, are part of my journey; everyone
has their own path in life. I hope you
will find the stepping stones to magical
success with ease because, as far I can
see, it’s a never ending path to follow
with an exciting story to tell, waiting just
around the corner. All I can say is read
lots, perform as much as you can and
make lots of friends!
Since 2010 I have written, directed,
produced and starred in two one-off
theatre shows, entertained on cruise
liners in Sweden, Norway, Germany and
Finland; become an Associate Member
of The Inner Magic Circle; entered a few
competitions, raised money for charity,
created my own magic effects, consulted
for films and, along the way, I have met
some incredible people and made some
amazing friends.
Magic has shaped my life and I hope
you find as much fun, success and
happiness as I have because I wouldn’t
change a thing!

uuuuu

TRICK

HALF and HALF

by Ian Adair

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:

EFFECT:
Imagine a complete set of cards covering an entire suit
eg: Diamonds, thirteen cards in all, these being cut in
half. Both sets of half cards are mixed and one set is
handed to a spectator to lay out in two rows, so their
backs are facing upwards. The performer retains the
second matching halves. Another spectator is asked
to point to any of the performer’s half cards and, one
by one, the performer positions these under what he
thinks could be the matching halves. When all of the
performer’s half cards are reversed, these are seen
to be a perfect match - resulting in thirteen complete
cards.

APPARATUS:
Deck of Cards: You don’t have to destroy your best
Bicycle cards to end with half cards. Use an incomplete
deck (we all seem to have these somewhere around)
or purchase those inexpensive decks from the pound
shop (two decks usually supplied). As long as you have
a complete suit of cards, Ace to King. Using scissors, or
a sharp craft knife, cut each card in half. Now you have
two sets of half cards which match.

SET-UP:
One set of cards is set in a particular order
and here I use the classic ‘Eight Kings’
system. For those who are not familiar
with it, I will explain how it works.
Refer to photo 1: This outlines the
running order of the cards. You will
be able to remember this running
order easily, using the system.
In fact, all you have to remember
is one sentence. Eight (8) Kings
(King) threaten (3/10) to (2) save
(7) ninety (9) five (5) Ladies (Queen)
for (4) one (Ace) sick (6) knave (Jack).
Each word represents a number. Learn
the sentence to remind you of the order. It
is only the numbers we have to concentrate
on, not the suit, since all the cards are Diamonds
in our case. The other set of half cards are well mixed
and don’t appear in a set-up order.
Prior to performance, have one set on top of the other
using this set-up. It is important to work on a fairly large
table area.

Bring out the stack of half cards and quickly fan their faces
towards the audience . Faces towards you, part them at
the point where the second half card (Eight 8) of diamonds
appears, which will immediately separate both sets.
Commence by saying “A funny thing happened to me the
other day. I asked a spectator to cut the cards and look
what he did to them!” Display the faces of the set which
hasn’t been set in order and hand it to the spectator,
reversing them so the backs are uppermost. Now display
the ‘set’ stack and whilst delivering dialogue “I would like
you to mix up your set of cards. You may find it difficult to
shuffle them, because they consist of halves, but you can
mix them like this, if wished.” Cut and complete each cut of
the set YOU are holding, so these will always remain in the
same running order.
Retrieve the spectator’s set and grip both sets between the
fingers of one hand so they are apart from each other, then
hand the prepared set over, asking for a complete set of
diamond cards, which had been mixed, to be laid out in two
rows. Ask the spectator to leave a gap under each card.
Your set of cards is now ribbon-spread onto the table
with their faces upwards. Ask another spectator to point
to one of the half cards, in this set, which you remove. No
matter which card is pointed to (and all will be during the
routine) you immediately note the number eg: five. Glance
down the line of half cards on the table, at the same
time remembering the sentence and running
order, and place this half card, face down
underneath the other half which is also
a five. This is repeated throughout.
You can take your time doing this,
the audience imagining you to be
concentrating each time before
positioning each half.
Note: I have found that it is best
to have two separate rows of half
cards displayed on the table, rather
than one. One row is far too lengthy
- two rows are much neater and, as
photographed, easier to remember.
The first half card of the second row is
the ‘five’ so any duplicate half, five and
over, can be counted along without having
to start at the very beginning of the sentence.
The result is shown in photo 1. When your half cards are
reversed these are a perfect match.
All of the half cards may be left on the table for spectators
to examine and handle.
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nd.
Three neighb ors live in a gated com pou
ent
Each of the ir houses is pai nte d a dif fer
that
col our an d each has a pri vate gate
, all
is pai nte d to match the house. Ide ally
the ir
three houses wo uld be con nec ted to
cro ss
ow n gates, by pat hs that didn’t
can
any of the oth er pat hs, but as you
gre en
see , the re is a pro ble m: the red an d
pat hs
pat hs inters ect. Can you draw new
ours
that wo uld ma ke the neighb
happy?

Dennis Patten’s Puzzle Solution
Secrets February ‘14
of a
A wo rm crawls onl y alo ng the edges
ete rs.
box me asu ring 2 by 2 by 3 cen tim
wo rm
Wh at is the longes t dis tan ce the
of its
can travel wi tho ut ret rac ing any
ste ps?

Solutions

February 2014

Minerva Magic Competition: We
asked you if
you could tell us the Roman nam
e for the city of
Bath. The correct answer is Aquae
Sulis and the
winner is Sam Richards.
Sam wins two tickets to the Min
erva Magic
Pop-Up Theatre in Bath. Well Do
ne!
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